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assessment form the planned isodose coverage was reviewed for 
clinical suitability. 
 
  
Results: Dose escalation was possible for all patients above 55.8Gy. 
Upon evaluation all serial OAR are within tolerance. The 'one size fits 
all' approach of the same set of starting constraints for all patients 
creates varying degrees of success in terms of 90% isodose coverage. 
Increased dose prescriptions created more inhomogeneous 
distributions. For each possible prescription the system outputs the 
optimised constraints to allow for an informed choice in terms of the 
final prescription dose to be used. The automated method took on 
average 4-6 hours to complete the process.  
Conclusions: The automated dose escalation planning system shows 
promise as a tool for reducing the time required to carry out isotoxic 
lung planning. The plans produced all met the objectives given to the 
system. The system creates plans that are an excellent starting point 
for a planner to create a clinically acceptable plan.  
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Purpose/Objective: The interest in radiotherapy treatment planning 
which incorporates metabolic information obtained by non-invasive 
tumour imaging, and the consequent capability of targeting the 
identified biological regions with the appropriate radiation doses, has 
increased the interested in dose-painting techniques. These 
approaches, by which the dose distribution is modified to take into 
account the local characteristics of the tumour, generally require 
specific inverse-planning engines where the 'biological' properties 
associated with each individual target voxel are considered into the 
optimization phases. Since such devices are not yet present on the 
market, two methods based on a commercial treatment planning 
system (TPS) together with an external bio-optimization tool (TaBio) 
were applied and compared. 
Materials and Methods: The best theoretical dose for each voxel of 
the target, as a function of the corresponding signal intensity maps of 
the biological tumor imaging analyzed, has been realized. To achieve 
this goal, an homemade inverse-planning tool was realized where 
objective functions (TCP - tumor control probability and EUD - 
equivalent uniform dose) can be selected to guide the target integral 
dose (kept constant) redistribution. The dose patterns obtained were 
then reprocessed in two different ways. In the first case, geometric 
structures have been realized by matching the shapes of some isodose 
levels opportunely selected. In the second case instead, the 
calculated doses have been inverted to create specific dose moulds. 
Both these objects have been so exported to a TPS (Eclipse, Varian) 
and used as dose maps gold standard to be replicated. The critical-
organ dose constraints were added in the optimization process, while 
for the second method, a uniform target dose distribution was 
required in addition. Five patients have been simulated to verify these 
two approaches, where the Standard Uptake Values of Fluoro-Choline 
(PET/CT) imaging has been used as a surrogate marker for their 
prostate tumor clonogen-densities. 
Results: Although neither planning approach was able to replicate the 
theoretical biologically estimated dose maps, the dose contour's based 
method has proved to be the most accurate in reaching 'acceptable' 
dose patterns. Since the TCP-based optimizations generally result in 
dose maps which are more heterogeneous (mean coefficient of dose 
variation CV = 6.8%) and with larger voxel-dose ranges than the EUD-
based optimizations (CV = 4.6%), such solutions deviating most from 
the theoretical. The use of EUD-based optimization would seem to be 
the easiest way to follow. 
Conclusions: Being able to include, on a voxel-based scale, the 
Fluoro-Choline PET data into the dose optimization process, the 
method of dose-contours seems more able to yield acceptable and 
deliverable dose-painting treatment plans. 
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Purpose/Objective: The purpose of this study is twofold: first it aims 
at exploring the effectiveness of a linear programming approach for 
finding beamlet's weights in IMRT; secondly it aims at investigating the 
usefulness of the so obtained solution as a qualified starting point for 
a further non linear IMRT optimization.  
Materials and Methods: In IMRT treatment planning the goal is to find 
an optimal compromise between organ at risk (OAR) sparing and 
target coverage: given a prescription, one needs to ?nd a beamlet 
intensity vector so that the calculated dose from it will satisfy the 
prescription as closely as possible. We solved a linear programming 
(LP) optimization problem to minimize the deviation in dose from a 
prescribed dose on target and the maximum dose allowed on OARs. 
The choice of a linear programming approach was due to the easiness 
of formulating and solving the problem.for large treatment plans. To 
set up simulated treatment, we used the research treatment planning 
system CERR (computational environment for radiotherapy research) 
based on the MATLAB environment. One brain and one prostate cancer 
patient were selected for 7 field IMRT treatment optimisation. For 
these case we investigated the effectiveness of the beamlet solution 
obtained by solving the LP problem and the usefulness of using that 
solution, as a starting point for gEUD based optimization. In fact, 
gEUD based optimization is non convex and may result in multiple 
local minima, therefore the choice of a starting point is crucial. The 
LP approach has been finally compared with the dosimetric 
optimization based on the weighted least squares objective function 
used in the routine Operation-Research-Application in Radiation-
Therapy (ORART) of CERR. 
Results: We found that LP solution exhibits an improved sparing of 
normal tissues and a better target coverage than the one obtained 
with ORART. The figure shows the comparison of DVHs of a brain plan 
with dosimetric optimization with ORART (solid lines) and with the LP 
approach (dashed lines). The PTV54 and PTV60 represents the two 
different planning target volumes treated with 54 GY and 60 Gy 
respectively. Besides supplying a good treatment plan, LP solution 
gives an improvement (both in terms of DVHs and gEUD values) in 
gEUD based optimization when used as a starting point.  
For example, we found for the brain plan, an improvement on the 
gEUD values: 14.14 versus 16.41 for right optic tracts and 25.6 versus 
